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Quasienergy structures of Floquet states in strongly biased superlatticesswith a static electric field ofF0d
that are further driven by a sinusoidal electric fieldswith an amplitude ofF1d are calculated in a two miniband
model when Zener resonance between the two minibands is significant. It is found that the quasienergies are
affected pronouncedly by static and dynamic Zener tunnelings pertinent toF0 andF1, respectively, where both
effects simultaneously couple Wannier-Stark laddersWSLd subband states that are energetically aligned with
each other. The dynamic Zener tunneling causes two lobes of quasienergy parent bands, which are ascribable
to the different superlattice minibands and almost degenerate atF1=0, to swerve sharply with increasingF1. As
F1 becomes much larger, due exclusively to the static Zener tunneling, each split band undergoes a strong
anticrossing with another lobe pertaining to the adjacent photon sideband. Furthermore, due mostly to the
dynamic Zener tunneling, tendency toward band collapse or bandwidth narrowing characteristic of the usual
dynamic WSL based on the single miniband picture is not observed here any longer for largeF0. On the
contrary, bandwidth minima of one of the two split parent bands alternate with those of the other, and hence
bandwidth narrowing does not occur simultaneously in every lobe at a singleF1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the exploration of dynamic localization and dy-
namic delocalization of an electron motion in semiconductor
superlattices under an influence of a sinusoidal electric
field,1,2 a Wannier-Stark laddersWSLd driven by far-infrared
laser fields, called a dynamic WSLsDWSLd,3,4 has been the
subject of intensive investigations. The photon-assisted tun-
neling sPATd5,6 plays a key role of this quantum driven sys-
tem, providing diverse phenomena such as the dynamic
Franz-Keldysh effect,7 THz radiation,8,9 inverse Bloch
oscillation,10 interacting WSL resonance and chaotic
scattering,11 anomalous effects of coherent time-dependent
transport,12,13 and two-color control of charge
localization.14,15Furthermore, physics underlying the DWSL
is enriched by additional excitonic effects and nonlinear co-
herent dynamics.9,15 This is also discussed in connection
with the coherent destruction of tunneling.6 The spectra of
DWSL have been recently observed in optical superlattices
composed of ultracold atoms as well.16

In most studies mentioned above on the DWSL, a static
electric field ofF0 applied on the WSL is so small that the
Zener effect is not significant. In the present paper is con-
cerned WSL resonance between interpenetrating subband
states for largeF0. Here, Zener tunnelingsZTd, arising from
interactions between these energetically aligned subband
states allocated in adjacent sites, is focused under an influ-
ence of a combined electric field ofFstd=F0+F8std, where
the alternating field is given byF8std;F1cosvt at time t
with an amplitude ofF1 and a frequency ofv. In Fig. 1, a
schematic diagram of the present system exposed toFstd is
depicted, where the resonant ZTs induced byF0 andF8std are
termed as static ZT and dynamic ZT, respectively, for the
sake of later discussion. Hereafter, the WSL subband state is

represented bylsbd with l andb a WSL index and a miniband
index, respectively, and the associated energy is represented
by «lsbd=«0sbd+ l"V, based on the single miniband picture,
where V is the Bloch frequency provided byV=eF0d/"
with e, d, and" the elementary electric charge, a superlattice
period, and the Plank constant divided by 2p, respectively.
Accordingly, it is understood that the PAT occurs between
the states with the sameb, while the static and dynamic ZTs
occur between the states with differentb’s. As is shown in
Fig. 1, whenv equalsV, the states 0s1d and 0s2d are reso-
nantly coupled with the states −1s1d and −1s2d, respectively,

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the geometry of the DWSL
under study. The time-dependent electric fieldF0+F1cosvt is ap-
plied along the crystal growth direction. The resonant transition
mediated byv is depicted. For the meanings of the terms, PAT,
static ZT, and dynamic ZT, see the text.
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through the PAT, and the state 0s2d is further coupled with
the state of −1s1d through the static and dynamic ZTs. In
addition to these intersite transitions betweenl =−1 and 0,
intrasite transitions between the states of 0s1d and 0s2d and
between those of −1s1d and −1s2d can be also caused by both
types of ZTs. However, this effect of the static ZT would be
negligibly small for largeF0, since the associated states are
energetically separated byV. On the other hand, the dynamic
ZT would be substantial due to successive absorption and
emission of photons with the energy ofv=V. This is similar
to the well-known Autler-Townes effect.17

The purpose of this paper is to calculate quasienergies of
the system shown in Fig. 1 within the two miniband model,
and to examine effects of the resonant ZTs on the quasiener-
gies when bothF0 andF1 are strong andv=V. Quasiener-
gies obtained on a basis of the single miniband model show
an aligned gourd-shaped structure as a function ofF1 due
just to PAT, resulting in characteristic band collapse pertinent
to dynamic localization whenF1 coincides with roots of
J1sF1d/Vd=0 with Jn a nth-order Bessel function of the first
kind.3 In contrast, as is shown later, the quasienergies con-
cerned here are pronouncedly modulated from such results of
the single miniband picture. Due to combined effects of the
static and dynamic ZTs, two lobes of quasienergy parent
bands, pertaining tob=1 and 2 and almost degenerate at
F1=0, show marked splitting with increasingF1, followed by
a strong anticrossing with another lobe pertaining to the ad-
jacent photon sidebandswhere the terms of a parent band
and a photon sideband will be defined laterd, and, as a result,
the band collapse can not be observed any longer. To the best
of our knowledge, it is only in Ref. 12 that quasienergies of
superlattices driven byF8std have been thus far calculated
beyond the single miniband model. Unfortunately, a contri-
bution of F0 to this system was not taken into consideration
and hence the abovementioned intriguing effects of DWSL
caused byFstd were absent. It is also remarked that the WSL
driven by Fstd was dealt with beyond the single miniband
model in Ref. 11, though its primary interest was to calculate
complex energies associated with the WSL resonance based
on the scattering matrix theory and to explore the related
chaotic behavior, without taking quasienergies into account.

The methods of calculations are given in the next section,
followed by the obtained results and discussion in Sec. III.
Section IV is the conclusions. The sample of superlattices for
the present calculations is GaAs/Ga0.75Al0.25As of 35/11
monolayerss2.83 Åd for the well and barrier thickness,
where the barrier heightve of the confining potential is
15.58310−3 Ry. Atomic units are used except for energy in
the Rydberg units1 Ry=13.6058 eVd throughout this paper
unless otherwise stated.

II. METHODS OF CALCULATIONS

The Schrödinger equation to be solved here is given by

Fi
]

]t
− Hsz,tdGCsz,td = 0, s1d

where the total HamiltonianH is composed of a superlattice
Hamiltonian Hslszd and an interaction of a conduction

electron at the positionz with the field F applied in the
direction of crystal growth, namely, −Fstdz. Employing
Floquet’s theorem relevant to the temporal periodicity that
Hsz,t+Td=Hsz,td with the periodT=2p /v,18 a particular
solution of Eq.s1d concerned here is provided by

Csz,td = exps− iEtdcsz,td, s2d

whereE represents a quasienergy andc satisfies the relation
that

csz,t + Td = csz,td. s3d

Therefore, Eq.s1d is cast into the expression that

Fi
]

]t
+ E − Hsz,tdGcsz,td = 0. s4d

The method of solving this equation is similar to that pre-
sented in the preceding paper15 but the effects of ZTs. Thus,
the method of calculations is recapitulated below, and, for
more detail, consult this reference.

Following Eq.s3d, c can be expanded as

csz,td = o
n

exps− invtdFnszd, s5d

wheren ranges from −Nph/2 to Nph/2 with Nph/2 the maxi-
mum number of photons contributing to absorption and
emission that is included in the calculations. The basis set
hFnj satisfies the coupled equations

o
n8

fhnv + E − HWSLszdjdnn8 + Fnn8zgFn8szd = 0. s6d

Here, HWSLszd represents a WSL Hamiltonian, given by
HWSLszd=Hslszd−F0z, and

Fnn8 =
1

T
E

0

T

dt expfisn − n8dvtgF8std. s7d

In order to solve Eq.s6d, Fn is expanded once again as

Fnszd = o
j

f jszdCjn s8d

with respect to a WSL basis sethf jj obtained by solving

fHWSLszd − E jgf jszd = 0, s9d

where the indexj represents the combination of qunatum
numberslsbd and, hence,E j means the WSL energy of the
bth band in thelth site. In practical computations one sets
finite the number of quantum wells incorporated in the su-
perlatticesNz and the maximum number of minibands incor-
poratedNb. Then, it is understood in the present WSL basis
set thatl andb take the values from −Nz/2 to Nz/2−1, and
from 1 to Nb, respectively, whereNz is considered even just
for the sake of convenience.Nz=20 andNb=2 sfor the two-
miniband modeld are employed throughout this paper, unless
otherwise stated. This expansion yields the following alge-
braic equation forhCjnj:
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o
j8n8

fsnv + E − E jdd j j 8dnn8 + Fnn8zjj 8gCj8n8 = 0, s10d

wherezjj 8 is the electric dipole moment between thej th and
j8th WSL subband states, given byzjj 8=kf juzuf j8l. The gen-
eralized eigenvalue problem for this equation is feasible by
resorting to the standard numerical procedure. It is noted that
the PAT and the dynamic ZT arise fromzjj 8 for b=b8 and for
bÞb8, respectively.

In practice, the WSL basis sethf jj is expressed by the
superposition of wavefunctionshhwj of the associated super-
lattices weighted by coefficients ofhBw jj as follows:

f jszd = o
w

hwszdBw j . s11d

Here, the indexw represents the combination of quantum
numbers,Ksbd, whereK is a Bloch momentum defined by
K=2pl /Nzdsl=−Nz/2,Nz/2−1d, andb is a miniband in-
dex. Moreover, the wave functionhwszd is represented by the
following Bloch sum:

hwszd =
1

ÎNz
o

l

expsiKlddFo
m

Bm+NBSl
k szdcmwG s12d

with respect to the normalized basis-spline functions of
the orderk hBi

kszdj,19 whereNBS knots are introduced per unit
site so as to satisfy the relation between theith and
si −NBSldth bases,

Bi
ksz+ ldd = Bi−NBSl

k szd. s13d

This relation ensures the Bloch theorem forhKsbd, that is,

hKsbdsz+ ldd = expsiKlddhKsbdszd. s14d

The static ZT contributes to the calculations of Eq.s4d when
interactions between differentb’s are included.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The WSL energiesE j with respect to changes ofF0, ob-
tained by solving Eq.s9d, are shown in Fig. 2, where some
subband states are explicitly labeled for the sake of clarity.
The anticrossings due to static Zener resonance of the 0s2d
state with the states of −3s1d and −1s1d at F0=24 and
72 kV/cm, respectively, are highlighted by dashed circles.
The corresponding wave functions are depicted by solid lines
in Fig. 3, where wave functions calculated based on the
single miniband modelsNb=1d and the six miniband model
sNb=6d are also shown by dotted lines and chain lines, re-
spectively, for the purpose of comparison. In passing, the
original quantum well supports two bound states whose en-
ergies are less thanve, and hence the six miniband model
includes contributions of continuum minibands. As is shown
in Fig. 3sad for F0=24 kV/cm, the wave functions of the
−3s1d and 0s2d subband states obtained by the present two
miniband model almost coincide with those obtained by the
single miniband model. Moreover, aside from oscillating
structure observed in the largez region, the wave functions
calculated by the more accurate six miniband model are also

identical to these wave functions. This fact indicates
that static ZT is not significant yet and the associated
anticrossing is considered weak. The abovementioned oscil-
lating structure illustrates a typical continuum character of
the coupled WSL arising from interminiband mixings. On
the other hand, with regard toF0=72 kV/cm shown in
Fig. 3sbd, by comparing the results provided by the two mini-
band model with those by the single miniband model, it is
evident that the static ZT causes strong mixing and the con-
comitant anticrossing between the subband states of −1s1d
and 0s2d, and that the single miniband picture is not correct
any longer. It is remarked that higher continuum minibands
of b.2 contribute little to this ZT since the wave functions
obtained by the two and six miniband models are almost the
same.

The quasienergiesE with respect to changes ofF1,
obtained by solving Eq.s10d are shown in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd
at F0=24 and 72 kV/cm, respectively. Here, it is understood
that a quasienergy band which coincides with a WSL energy
of a subband statelsbd, namely,Elsbd, at F1=0 is termed a
parent band oflsbd and other replica bands separated from it
by nv sn: integerd are termed photon sidebands. In the re-
spective figures, four panels are depicted that show from
the top to the bottom the results includingsid the full
effects of the PAT, the static ZT and the dynamic ZT,sii d the
effects of the PAT and the dynamic ZT,siii d the effects of
the PAT and the static ZT, andsivd the effect of the PAT
only. In every panel, the quasienergy lobes pertaining to the
parent bands are depicted in the middle of the ordinate. The
indices of the parent bands are indicated only in the panel of
sivd, since it seems hard to assign the indices to the quasien-
ergy lobes in the other panels properly because of
being more or less entangled. The first two diagrams ofsid
and sii d have been calculated withNph=400. Here, the
matrix in Eq. s10d to be calculated is of the size of
16 000316 000, entailing heavy numerical burden. On the

FIG. 2. The WSL energies ofElsbd as a function ofF0. Here,
some WSL subband states are explicitly labeled for the sake of
clarity. The anticrossings of the state 0s2d formed with the state
−3s1d at F0=24 kV/cm and with the state −1s1d at
F0=72 kV/cm are specified by dashed circles. Both anticrossings
are discussed in detail in the text,
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other hand, the diagram ofsiii d has been calculated with
Nph=200 with less accuracy just for the purpose of compari-
son withsid andsii d, and that ofsivd has been done based on
the formula in the single miniband model by use of the tight-
binding model3

E = Elsbd +
Db

2
cossKddJ1SF1d

V
Dmodv, s15d

whereDb represents a width of thebth miniband of the origi-
nal superlattices withD1,D2.

20 In panel sivd of Fig. 4sad
fsbdg, the gourd-shaped quasienergy lobe pertaining to the
parent band of −3s1d f−1s1dg with the smaller bandwidth
maximum is simply superimposed with that to the
parent band of 0s2d with the greater bandwidth maximum.
In passing, the roots ofJ1sF1d/Vd=0 are F1=92, 168,
244 kV/cm, …, for F0=24 kV/cm and F1=276, 505,
732 kV/cm,…, for F0=72 kV/cm.

Comparing the panel ofsid with that of sii d and the panel
of siii d with that of sivd in Fig. 4sad, the quasienergies are
little affected by the static ZT, aside from unimportant modi-
fication, as is expected from the abovementioned results of
Fig. 3sad. However, the dynamic ZT causes conspicuous
changes of the quasienergy structures fromsiii d to sid and
from sivd to sii d. It is seen in the panels ofsid andsii d that the
parent bands of −3s1d and 0s2d that are almost degenerate at
F1=0 swerve sharply with increasingF1 and, asF1 becomes
much larger, each tilted lobe crosses with another lobe be-
longing to the adjacent photon sideband. Moreover, tendency
toward bandwidth narrowing is still observed in the vicinity
of every root ofJ1sF1d/Vd=0 in these panels, though dy-
namic localization is blurred, in particular, in the vicinity of
the first root in the panelsid and hence band collapse is not
observed any longer in the strict sense. Here, the positions of
the bandwidth minima of the upper parent band are almost
identical to those of the lower one, especially, in the smallF1
region.

On the other hand, the static ZT plays a drastic role in
Fig. 4sbd, while the dynamic ZT also contributes to signifi-
cant modulation of the quasienergy structure in the same
manner as in Fig. 4sad. In the panelsid of Fig. 4sbd, it is
found that the parent band tilted upwardsdownwardd is re-
pelled strongly by the adjacent photon sideband tilted down-
ward supwardd around F1=370 kV/cm, forming a pro-
nounced anticrossing, whereas this is absent from the
panelsii d of Fig. 4sbd. Here, the quasienergy splitting due to
this anticrossing amounts to more than 20 meV. This dem-
onstrates the notable role of the static ZT in the DWSL. It is
worthwhile to notice that such an intriguing effect associated
with the static ZT manifests itself just in conjunction with
the dynamic ZT, and, without this, the static ZT seems
minor. That is, as is seen in the panelssiii d and sivd of Fig.
4sbd, little of the quasienergy structure is affected by the
static ZT, apart that the bandwidth maxima of both parent
bands of −1s1d and 0s2d are enlarged to some extent by this
effect. In addition to the abovementioned marked feature,
another feature with respect to the bandwidth narrowing and
broadening is pointed out in light of the panelssid andsii d of
Fig. 4sbd. The positions of narrow parts of the deformed-
gourd-shaped lobes do not always correspond to the roots of
J1sF1d/Vd=0, differing from the case of the panelssid and
sii d of Fig. 4sad. On the contrary, it seems that the bandwidth
maxima of the upper parent band appear in the vicinity of the
positions at which the bandwidth minima of the lower parent
band appear, and vice versa. That is, the positions of the
bandwidth minima alternate between the upper and lower
parent bands, asF1 increases. In the panelsid of Fig. 4sbd,
in fact, the approximate positions where the bandwidth
minima smaximad of the upperslowerd parent band appear
are F1=260 and 620 kV/cm, and, on the other hand, the
position where the bandwidth maximasminimad of the upper
slowerd parent band appear isF1=370 kV/cm. Such an in-
teresting feature of the DWSL is understood due mostly to
the dynamic ZT.

The tilted quasienergy lobes due to the dynamic ZT
were also shown in Ref. 12 for calculations of quasienergies
of superlatticesswithout F0d driven by F8std by use of
the two miniband model. Here, the concerned two parent

FIG. 3. The wave functionsf jszd of the WSL subband statej
associated with the anticrossings marked in Fig. 2 as a function ofz.
The panelsad for the states ofj =−3s1d and 0s2d at F0=24 kV/cm,
and the panel sbd for the states of j =−1s1d and 0s2d at
F0=72 kV/cm. The wave functions represented by solid lines are
obtained by use ofNb=2, and those by dotted and chain lines are by
use ofNb=1 and 6, respectively, for the purpose of comparison. The
geometries of the present WSLs are also depicted.
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bands showed a meandering with repeating mergence
and separation between each other, asF1 increases, and a
clear tendency toward bandwidth narrowing was still
observed at the roots ofJ0sF1d/vd=0, in addition that strict
band collapse was realized only at the first root. However, no
formation of anticrossings with the adjacent photon side-
bands seems to exist. Such features of the driven superlat-
tices are distinguished from those of the driven WSL with a
strong bias concerned in the present paper in the following
two respects. First, the tendency toward bandwidth narrow-
ing is characteristic of the former, whereas this is absent
from the latter, and instead the bandwidth minima alternate
between the two parent bands with increase inF1 due mostly
to the dynamic ZT. Second, there is not the anticrossing for-
mation with the adjacent photon sidebands in the former,
whereas this is distinguished feature of the latter, and it arises

from the static ZT that is absent from the former driven
superlattices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the quasienergies of Floquet states in the
driven WSL are calculated in the two miniband model,
when the WSL subband states are energetically aligned
and thus strongly coupled each other. It is found that
both static and dynamic ZTs play pronounced roles in the
quasienergy structure. The dynamic ZT causes the two
lobes of the parent bands to swerve sharply with increasing
F1. As F1 becomes much larger, due exclusively to the
static ZT, each tilted parent band undergoes a strong anti-
crossing with another lobe pertaining to the adjacent photon
sideband. Furthermore, due mostly to the dynamic ZT, the

FIG. 4. The quasienergiesE of the DWSL
with sad F0=24 kV/cm andsbd F0=72 kV/cm as
a function ofF1. The results are obtained withsid
the full effects of the PAT, the dynamic ZT, and
the static ZT,sii d the effects of the PAT and the
dynamic ZT,siii d the effects of the PAT and the
static ZT, andsivd the effect of the PAT only. In
every panel, the quasienergy lobes pertaining to
the parent bands are depicted in the middle of the
ordinate. The indices of the parent bands are in-
dicated only in the panel ofsivd. Dashed lines
represent numerical inaccuracy incurred by the
finite number ofNz, namely, the surface effect,
and by poor convergence of numerical diagonal-
izations due to the limited number ofNph, which
stands out in the largeF1 region of the panelsiii d.
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bandwidth minima alternate between the upper and lower
lobes of the deformed parent bands with increasingF1, and,
as a result, tendency of bandwidth narrowing, which is char-
acteristic of the single miniband picture of the DWSL and is
still observed in the driven superlattices based on the
two miniband model, is no longer present here. Obviously,
the single miniband picture for the DWSL is correct only in
limited regions of smallF0 and F1, and the result of
the driven superlattices does not apply for understandings

of the driven WSL, as it stands, when the effects ofF0 are
significant.
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